MY ENTOURAGE, an Admiral Maxima
47m winner at IYAA Awards 2015!
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The Italian Sea Group announces the latest success during The International yacht & Aviation
Awards 2015 organized by Design et al. The International Yacht and Aviation Awards reward the
best in design from across the globe. Admiral Maxima 47 Entourage, the tri-deck Entourage
with full-height panoramic windows won into the category “Interior Design Award – Power
Yacht”

Press Release
ENTOURAGE Main Features
ENTOURAGE is a trideck yacht, boasting a traditional white color enriched by matt black areas in
correspondence with side windows. The full-height panoramic windows flood the yacht interior with
natural light and offer unparalleled views. The main deck is incredibly spacious with full headroom
opening sliding doors on both sides of the main salon. This area also includes the dining area, while
forward on the main deck is the master suite.

On the lower deck four large guest cabins find place, two VIP’s and two doubles which may become
two twin or even triple bed when required; all of those cabins feature a private ensuite bathroom,
enriched with precious materials. On the upper deck, a spectacular skylounge salon finds its perfect
location, taking the whole beam of the yacht, featuring full headroom side windows and even an
opening balcony on the starboard side, which creates a further terrace to enjoy the nights at anchor.
Going upstairs we find a huge sundeck area, normally found on much larger yachts, partly
overshadowed by the hard top and featuring a bar corner, a large Jacuzzi, large table for ‘al fresco’
dinners and of course sun bathing areas. The yacht also features big external areas on the upper deck,
where the external dining area finds place on the aft terrace, and on the main deck, where the aft
cockpit offers a huge lounge and reception area. This space is also directly connected to the aft beach
club, which is obtained opening the transom door. This area is also connected to the garage where all
the toys find place. The launching system for those is provided through a crane which launches and lifts
the tenders through a side opening port.
The garage is directly connected to the engine control room, which gives access to the actual engine
room, and it’s also accessible by a staircase which connects the garage to the main deck.
Luca Dini drew the yacht's exterior styling working closely with the Admiral Centro Stile The Designer
Dragana Maznic is responsible for interiors.

M / Y Entourage had the greatest honor to host on board the Prince of Monaco Albert II during the
latest Monaco yacht Show during the ceremony of delivery of the plate referring to the Green Plus
certification issued by RINA (Registro Italiano Navale).
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